air-mail transportation—a much needed encouragement. They increase
the efficiency of the operating companies. They serve as a justification
of the pilot balloon observations by the U. S. Weather Bureau.
Not to be out-done, Dan Lindsey and "Sammy" Samson, on the same
night, took the second section through from Chicago to Hadley (airmail
terminus for New York City) in four hours and forty-five minutes flying time, a record for a single flight, but not a record for the individual
sections of the Eastern Division.—Fly Paper, Chicago, 111.
News comes from Moncton, N.B., that Pilot Walter Fleming made
what is said to be a world record in air mail flights when he flew recently from St. John to Moncton, ninety miles, in a few seconds less than
twenty minutes.—New York Times, Feb. 2, 1930.
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Growing rale of radio recognized by aviation.

A recent New

York

Times (Sunday) tells of the appointment by the Government of a liaison
committee on aeronautical radio research and summarizes air transport
use of radio in Europe, particularly in Britain and Germany. On British airways two-way communication by radio telephony and telegraphy
from ground to air and vice versa is required, with reliable working
distances normally up to 100 or 150 miles. Radio bearings of airplanes
are given on one wavelength, inter-airdrome traffic on another, and
telegraph broadcasting of weather information to the airmen, on a third.
Communication from planes at times gives weather reports from the
upper flying levels, while that from ground to planes carries weather
summaries to the aviators. In Germany radio sets are being required
in increasing numbers for transmitting information to and from airplanes and ground stations, for determination of courses and for safety.
It is said that in Germany many flights cannot be completed at all without radio aid.
Would guide pilot by crossing rays.

Rays f r o m synchronously rotat-

ing pairs of searchlights or radio beam senders equidistant from, and
on a line perpendicular to, an airway may be used by a pilot to stay on an
air-route. So long as the flashes reach him simultaneously he may know
he is on the route. If the hopes of the inventor, M. Loth, of France,
are realized in practice on a large scale, it will be possible to guide airplanes for considerable distances in darkness or fog, over desert or sea.
—New York Times, Feb. 2, 1930.
A new signal device to make fog landing safe was demonstrated r e -

cently by its inventor^ Earl 0. Hanson, in Chicago. The guiding device
is based on the principle of electro-magnetic induction. Two series of
energized cables are laid on the ground leading to an airport. The
cables are parallel and each series gives off a signal code, one a series
of dashes and the other a series of dots, so that a pilot flying into a
fog-bound field picks up a continuous signal by flying a middle path
between the cables. This signal grows in intensity until the plane reaches
the edge of the field, where another loop of cables, called "gun coil,"
gives the signal to cut motors and glide to a landing.
Besides providing a steady and continuous directional signal, the
cable also gives the pilot an exact reading of his actual height above
the ground.—New York Times.
The Mackay trophy has been awarded to Capt. Albert W. Stevens
of the Army Air Corps for his high altitude photographic flights, called
the most meritorious of 1929.—New York Times.
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Penetration of fog forecast.—The infra-red ray will cut fog and
would make it possible for mariners or air navigators to steer clear
courses in the densest of fogs, if it can be harnessed, said Dr. Elmer
A. Sperry, President of the American Association of Mechanical Engineers.—United Press, Dec. 11, 1929.
A fog penetrating device which is claimed to have permitted visibility
of automobile headlights easily through 400 yards of heavy London
fog was demonstrated recently in New York to several ship captains.
John L. Baird is the inventor of this "noctovisor," and Capt. G. O.
Hutchinson, general manager of the Baird Television Corporation.
The machine operates on the principle that infra-red rays, which are
found below the bands of ''visible" light in the spectrum of frequencies,
penetrate fog, mist, smoke and many opaque substances with great
ease, whereas the light which the human eye is capable of seeing is
shut out. Since all ordinary light, and especially red light, contains
rays of the infra-red kind, it would be possible to make use of existing
sea coast and harbor navigational lights and air route beacons, without
change, by installing an infra-red detector in the ships of the air or
ocean, Capt. Hutchinson said.—New York Times, Jan. 10 or 11, 1930.
Flew 3,700 miles in zero weather. Major Ralph Royce, commanding
the First Pursuit Group, Army Air Corps, stationed at Selfridge Field,
Mount Clemens, Mich., related here yesterday the story of the 3,700mile flight of his command to Spokane and return during January.
Flying much of the time in temperatures well below zero, facing day
after day of storm and suffering from frozen faces, hands and feet,
seventeen of the eighteen little Curtis Hawk pursuit planes made the
tour and came through in good shape.
They flew at altitudes ranging from ten feet above the ground to
18,000 feet. They suffered from frozen engines and the failure of heating apparatus. On one occasion sixteen of the eighteen planes were
caught in a blinding snowstorm and high wind and all sixteen landed
without injury to pilots and with the loss of one plane, although they
came to earth on a fenced prairie among barns and houses..
On another occasion in a driving snowstorm they flew their little
open cockpit planes single file through a winding canyon.
The landing in the blizzard occurred on the return flight at Beach,
N. D. They ran into the blizzard shortly after taking off that morning
and the storm quickly drove them down from a scant 200 feet to 20 feet
above the ground.
"We could see nothing," Major Royce said, "and I knew that we
must land. We came into Beach with the buildings in the town showing up higher than our altitude when we were almost on them. I was
leading and I landed first trusting to luck that I would get away with
it. I landed blind, went through three fences and stopped. I climbed
out wondering what was happening to the others. I could hear them
buzzing around so close overhead that it seemed as if they would strike
me."
Now and then a darting plane appeared in the storm and roared by,
Major Royce said, the pilot trying to see the ground through the white
needles cutting into his face. One by one they came down and all but
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one within less than a mile of the leader. Lieutenant E. K. Warburton
lost his plane.
"I saw a barn directly in front of me and zoomed over it," he told
Major Royce later, "and then I was on the ground."
Warburton had spun into the ground but fortunately flattened out
as he struck so that he was not injured. The plane was wrecked.
The expedition left Self ridge Field on Jan. 9. The purpose of the
expedition was to test the efficiency of both the planes and the service
under midwinter conditions on an extended cross-country flight. On
the way west there were intermittent blizzards with temperatures as
low as 35 and 40 degrees below zero. On one occasion, crossing the
continental divide at 18,000 feet, the thermometer dropped to 75 below
zero.—New York Times, Feb. 3, 1930.
Airmail development in western Canada is progressing rapidly not-

withstanding winter weather. Canadian Press news dispatches Jan. 7
and 8 indicated the opening of regular airmail service from Winnipeg
to Edmonton Feb. 3, and the hitch up with the airmail of the northern
plains of the United States. Routine mail flights were reported as
continuing from Edmonton northward, weekly mails going to points as
far as Simpson, on the upper Mackenzie, in lat. 62. The next airmail
flight to the Arctic Ocean at the mouth of the Mackenzie was scheduled
for January 22. Winter flying in the Mackenzie basin, the coldest part
of the North American continent, is a feat of which Canadian aviators
may well be proud.—C.F.B. from clippings submitted by W. E. Barron.
Eilson's and Borland's bodies found.

Lost in N o v e m b e r on a

flight

Airmail through blinding snowstorm.

During a snowstorm Jan. 30

during adverse weather, the wreckage of Eilson's airplane was discovered in late January and the bodies of the two aviators finally dug out
of the snow in February. The delays in search and digging were due
to impossible flying or working weather in the cold and snowy region
about North Cape, Siberia, (cf. note in Jan. BULLETIN, p. 17.)
that deposited a foot of snow on Washington, D. C. much of the airmail service to and from Washington was suspended, but two pilots
fought their way through to deliver their mail on schedule time. John
R. Armstrong arrived from New York at the beginning of the storm,
while Walter Schaffer on the same route came in to Washington while
the storm was at its height.
Forced lower and lower by poor visibility, Armstrong said he passed
over Baltimore at 500 feet, at which altitude he could not see the ground.
Beacons guided him to within 10 miles of Washington, when he lost
them. After almost hitting naval radio towers, he followed the Potomac
to Boiling Field and trusted to luck as he nosed down to a field he could
not see.—New York Times.
Did wind turbulence cause this crash?

While circling at 200 f e e t

over Kansas City late in the afternoon, Jan. 27, preparing to land, a
cabin monoplane "dipped suddenly into a nose dive at the low altitude
and plunged into the dense undergrowth about 3000 feet from the airport and burst into flames." All five persons aboard were killed.—A.P.
Gliding precarious in clear cold weather.

News reports of Governor

Trumbull's first glider hop, at Newark, N. J., Feb. 17, that ended in a
smashup of the glider and injuries to the governor, did not state that
the low temperature, exceptional clearness of the air, and moderate
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wind favored unusually intense convection for this time of year. Before
he took his place in the glider, says an A.P. dispatch, the governor had
seen a German pilot Heinrich Knott, make two unsuccessful attempts
to put the craft in free flight. Both times the kite had slanted earthward immediately after the cable by which it was being towed behind
a motor truck had detached itself. Knott flew but a hundred yards and
attained an altitude of only 30 or 40 feet in each attempt.
When the wind shifted and the glider was towed back for a takeoff
in a new direction, the governor volunteered to take the controls. As
the car shot forward, the elastic rubber at the glider end of the cable
began to stretch and the ship shot suddenly upward to an elevation of
25 feet. Unprepared for the sudden yank, the governor was thrown
backward against his seat and then fell forward against the control
stick, the ship plunging to earth at an acute angle.
Gliding aver a windward slope, where with a general upward current,
occasional descending air masses have reduced effects, seems a safer
sport, as Col. and Mrs. Lindbergh have recently demonstrated in California, than attempts over a level airport.
New U. S. rules for air safety. The aeronautics branch of the U. S.
Department of Commerce has established three rules for safety and
reliability in air transportation. The first requires airworthy aircraft
operated and maintained by competent airmen. The second calls for
the development of airways equipped with aids to air navigation for
both day and night operations, including boundary-lighted intermediate
fields, beacon lights, weather service, frequent radio broadcasts of complete weather information; two-way radio communication with planes
in flight and radio range beacons for guiding aircraft through fog,
storm or other conditions of poor visibility. The third rule requires a
full utilization of the air navigation facilities and specifies that all aircraft engaged in the transportation of passengers for hire on scheduled
interstate service shall be operated over fixed routes provided with these
aids to air navigation and that the aircraft engaged in such operations
shall be equipped to take full advantage of these aids.—Major Clarence
M. Young, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Aeronautics, quoted in
New York Times, Jan. 30, 1930.
EXTRAORDINARY W E A T H E R ON THE NORTHERN

PLATEAU

Up to December 1st this was one of the driest falls (years too), on
record in Washington. There was a high on the Pacific that extended
to the Rockies across Oregon and Washington. As a result lows from
off Alaska all passed north of us and failed to bring precipitation until
they reached the Montana plains. During December the lows crossed
Washington in close succession and we had mild temperatures and above
average rainfall. Since January 1st they have all followed each other
across Southern California, breaking the drought there and giving
floods and snow through the Southwest. We have had nothing but below
zero north winds from the "permanent" Canadian winter high for
three weeks.
There is a normal southward shifting of the course of lows from fall
to winter which ordinarily brings changes of the sort described, though
not commonly with the abruptness and great change in intensity experienced.
Pacific Coast weather maps of November 26 and December 22, 1929,
and January 13, 1930 show the types clearly. On November 26 a
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plateau high was connected with the North Pacific high by way of the
coasts of Oregon and Washington. The low far to the northwest and
another on the plains of Canada marked the usual northern depressions
at this time.
December 22 showed the North Pacific high shifted 300 miles southward and extending over northern and central California to a Great
Basin, and Plateau high. A string of three lows extended across the
northeastern Pacific and into the Prairie Provinces between latitudes
50 and 52. Over Washington, Oregon, and southwestern British Columbia steep pressure gradients from south to north favored strong onshore
winds from the southwest bringing heavy rains to this region.
The map for January 13 showed a further equatorward recession of
the Pacific high to about latitudes 30 to 35. The belt of lows has also
moved southward, extending from far out in the Pacific at latitude 50
to the southern plateau in latitudes 35 to 40. The Arctic high appeared
over Alaska, British Columbia, and the Prairie Provinces. Consequently, clear, cold northerly and easterly winds prevailed over Washington and over the plateau.
The last of January, however, the lows displaced the continental high,
and rain and mild weather prevailed. When the weather changed the
snow went off the frozen ground so fast there was some damage by
floods.—From letters by Otis W. Freeman, Cheney, Washington.
Early in January telegraphic communication in Canada from Nelson
westward to Vancouver was disrupted by a heavy sleet storm accompanied by high wind. Messages were sent to Vancouver by way of
Chicago and Seattle.
Towns along the lower Columbia River were dependent on Coast Guard
Cutters to bring them food and mail through the ice-clogged river about
the end of January. Airplanes were also pressed into service. The life
of a child suffering with pneumonia was saved by a doctor sent to her
from Portland by airplane.
DEFICIENT RAINFALL ON PACIFIC COAST

Insufficient rainfall in the rich agricultural sections of the Pacific slope
constitutes the most serious problem confronting the Far Western States,
in the opinion of representative business men who have checked up on the
outlook for 1930. Purchasing power of the district reached a peak some
time ago and a decided decline has set in which is expected to carry well
into next year. The consensus is that the curtailment will continue six
months at least.
Major industries are said to be in good condition with production on
a level easily comparable with demand.—N. F. Times, Jan. 1, 1930.
It is a matter of general comment among the population of southern
California that of late years we have passed through a period of drought.
We have had one dry year after another; in fact, since the floods of 1914
and 1916, we have had only three years of abnormal rainfall, while the
other 10 years have been dry.********
The rainfall of southern California is characterized by extreme irregularity not only from day to day or month to month of a rainy season,
but also from year to year. Yet, while there is an apparent irregularity
of seasonal rainfall, it has nevertheless been established that within
broad limits the fluctuations over long periods of years follow fairly
well-defined laws, it being apparent that there are periods of wet years
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followed by dry periods. The duration of a complete cycle, consisting of
a wet and a dry period, is 20 to 24 years, 10 to 12 years in which the
average rainfall is above normal, followed by a like period in which it
falls below normal.—S. Scmderlegger, in Mo. Weather Rev., Sept., 1929.
Long Fire-Weather Season in California.—Because of excessive
drought this year, the fire season in California which ordinarily begins
in June and closes any time from September 15th to October 1st, lasted
until the heavy storm of December 8th, both State and Federal Governments being obliged to maintain their fire-fighting organizations on a
summer basis until December 9th.
Drought in Southern California.—Though Northern California and
the North Pacific coast have had rains since the termination of the
severe drought early in December, Southern California is still despairingly in need of water. Up to the end of December no winter rains had
fallen at Los Angeles.
Through the clear dry atmosphere the night of Dec. 29 lights of the
distant San Gabriel Valley were brilliant. In the daytime the full length
of Catalina Island was visible from the western part of Los Angeles.
Such atmospheric conditions delight the tourists, but irritate permanent
residents.—Ruth E. Baugh.
A brush fire in Griffith park, Los Angeles, on December 20th, spread to
a residential district, destroying one house and throwing residents into
a panic. It was battled to a standstill only by a thousand men after
five hours of frantic effort. The fire hazard in southern California was
not abated until the storm of Jan. 5th to 9th brought 4.05 inches of rain
in Los Angeles.
In the Mo. Weather Rev., Nov., 1929, E. H. Bowie has a discussion of
the seasonal course of precipitation on the Pacific coast and the general
pressure and wind conditions that attended the dry autumn.
DECEMBER, 1929, MILD IN W Y O M I N G

December by the majority of people in the U. S., especially the millions
in the Great Central Valleys and Lake Region, will be remembered for
its prolonged period of foggy, misty, cloudy and sunless weather during
much of the month, while the eastern slope of Rockies basked in springlike sunshine most of the month, there being no day at Cheyenne during
the whole month with less than 22% of the possible sunshine, and only
two days with less than half the possible amount. For the month, there
was 79% of the possible amount. Let's see Iowa or Illinois or some
adjoining states show anything like that in December 1929 or any other
December! Seven days had 100% sunshine.
Along with the glorious sunshine, warmth is noted, the mean temperature for the month being 33.3 degress or 5 degrees above the normal for
December, maxima were 43 degrees on an average, minima 23.2. On
twelve days the temperature rose to 50 or higher, on one day to 60! On
a similar number of days the temperature never fell below the freezing
point. From the 9th to 15th inclusive there was no freezing tempera-
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